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David Diec - Re: Most of Section C.3 - PHIL & JIM PLEASE NOTE Paqe 1

From: Ray Gallucci
To: mWtpe- Alex Klein; Erasmia Lois; Forester, JohnA A
Date: Thu, Jun 10, 2004 12:26 PM
Subject: Re: Most of Section C.3 - PHIL & JIM PLEASE NOTE

I outdid myself and completed my review (WordPerfecVFile/Document/Reviewer) this AM, so I'll be off to WI<.
Pittsburgh free of OpManAx. I think, combined with the first part you sent (also attached), we're well on
the way to the end-of-June document. I would like Phil and Jim to give this latter section (C3) an
especially close look since much of the qualitative stuff related to the criteria is discussed.

Reviewers (John/Alan - did you want to run any of this by the other Panel members, or is time too short?)
- please get your comments to John and Alan as early as possible next week so they can provide me with
an integrated update by Friday, when I return. I would like to review that version and send to Tech Writing
for editing, leaving us still with a week to polish things up (note I'll also be gone 6/22-6/24).

John/Alan - if you can, review my comments regarding a range rather than just a point estimate for time
margin, involving Dennis if you think appropriate. This may be something we want to save for the next
version (end of summer). If so, let's characterize the point estimate time margin as such, leaving open the
likelihood of providing a range with additional guidance in the longer term (perhaps via a footnote?).

>>> "Forester, John A' <jafores~sandia.gov> 06/09/04 07:03PM »> 54X79 -A *

Hi Folks,

Attached is a draft of Section C.3 of the Reg. Guide. The only piece missing
is the section providing guidance for Procedures and Training (C.3.9). We
will not be able to get to this section until Thursday afternoon or so, but
I thought I should forward what we have so that Ray can take along on his
trip.

When we get the other section added, I will send the revised section out
again. To avoid confusion, it might be best to wait until the section is
complete before forwarding to others.

Since we still need to discuss a couple of Ray's suggestions for
modifications to the other sections (the first part of the reg. guide we
sent out), I (obvioulsy) have not integrated the two files. Also, I have not
received any other comments on the first sections. Should I expect any?

John

<<Section C.3.wpd>>

CC: David Diec; James Bongarra; Kolaczkowski, Alan (E-mail); Phil Qualls; Sunil
Weerakkody
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